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The ultimate regime of convection, long ago predicted by Kraichnan @Phys. Fluids 5, 1374 ~1962!#,
could be called elusive because some apparently equivalent experiments showed it while others did
not, with no apparent reasons for this discrepancy. In this paper, we propose a model which accounts
for the finite heat conductivity and heat capacity of real active boundaries. Bad thermal
characteristics of the plates can explain differences between various experiments, in agreement with
recent numerical simulations. © 2004 American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1751396#
I. INTRODUCTION
The ultimate regime of convection, predicted by
Kraichnan1,2 more than 40 years ago, recently raised consid-
erable interest. Different groups3–6 obtained experimental
apparently contradictory results. Seemingly equivalent ex-
periments showed this ultimate regime or not, with no appar-
ent reasons for this discrepancy. This paper proposes an ex-
planation.
In Rayleigh–Be´nard convection, the working fluid is
limited vertically by two heat conducting plates, the tempera-
ture of the top plate (T2D/2) being smaller than the bottom
one (T1D/2). Nondimensional numbers parametrizing the
equations and boundary conditions for the fluid are as fol-
lows.
~i! Prandtl number,
Pr5n/k f ,
where n is the kinematic viscosity and k f is the heat
diffusivity.
~ii! Rayleigh number,
Ra5gaDh3/nk f ,
where a is the isobaric coefficient of thermal expansion,
g is the gravitational acceleration, and h is the height of
the cell.
~iii! Aspect ratio,
G5d/h ,
where d is, for instance, the diameter of a cylindrical cell.
The Nusselt number is the ratio between the heat flux Q
and what it would be for a quiescent fluid,
Nu5Qh/~l fD!,
where l f is the fluid’s thermal conductivity. Due to dimen-
sional similarity, Nu should depend only on nondimensional
numbers.
To make a long story short, let us say that most experi-
mental results are in fair agreement with a law,
Nu}Ra1/3, ~1!
corresponding to the temperature gradients being concen-
trated close to the plates, and the flow introducing a rela-
tively poor coupling between these plates. As can be seen
from the definitions, the height h then disappears from the
relation between the flux Q and the temperature difference D.
According to a recent extensive theoretical study,7 the ap-
proximative agreement with Eq. ~1! is due to a series of
crossovers between various regimes. On the contrary, in the
ultimate turbulent regime, the dissipative coefficients n and
k f should appear in the Q versus D relation only through
their ratio Pr, giving the following asymptotic law:
Nu}Ra1/2f ~Pr!. ~2!
For Pr.1, Kraichnan1 proposed the relation,
Nu}
Ra1/2 Pr21/4
ln Ra3/2
, ~3!
where the logarithmic correction comes from the logarithmic
profile of turbulent boundary layers and the dependence of
the size of the viscous sublayer on the Reynolds number Re
and thus on Ra.8 Such logarithmic corrections occur also for
turbulent drag on a body.
Chavanne et al. first reported experimental
observations,4,9 showing an increase in the logarithmic slope
] ln Nu/] ln Ra for Ra.1011. Later, Roche et al.10 showed
that rough boundaries give the pure asymptotic law @Eq. ~2!#
on more than one decade. This agrees with Eq. ~3! if the
rough boundaries suppress the logarithmic corrections, as in
the drag case. However, Wu et al.3 previously explored the
same range of Ra, finding no change in the Nu versus Ra
relation of Eq. ~1!. Niemela et al.5 similarly found a single
power law: Nu50.128 Ra0.309, up to Ra51017.
All these experiments used cells of aspect ratio 1/2. Re-
cently, Niemela et al.6 also observed an increase in the loga-
rithmic slope ] ln Nu/] ln Ra in a cell of aspect ratio 1. Other
authors reported departure from the law given by Eq. ~1!, but
on very limited Ra range.11,12
The important question is now to understand the appar-
ent discrepancy between these observations. In a recent pa-
per, we examined the influence of both finite heat capacitya!Electronic mail: francesca.chilla@ens-lyon.fr
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and finite thermal conductivity for the plates13 ~Hunt et al.
also considered this question!,14 but could not establish a
clear difference between the results of various groups. Re-
cent remarks of Niemela et al.6 on Chavanne’s data and nu-
merical simulations of Verzicco,15 showing the influence of
plate thermal conductivity on the flow, led us to reconsider
the question.
This paper is organized as follows. We first give an ar-
gument showing that the plates properties can modify the Nu
versus Ra relation. We then present a model to quantify this
argument. We improve our previous result, avoiding an ear-
lier approximation. Finally, we compare to experiment, ac-
counting for the remark of Niemela et al.
II. THE ARGUMENT
Imagine a plume starting from the hot ~bottom! plate. It
carries heat, and thus tends to cool the plate, at its source.
The lower surface temperature of the plate, the lower the
average temperature of the fluid carried by the plume. If the
plume temperature is lower than the temperature at any point
in the surrounding fluid, the plume cannot rise further. Let us
call dc the amplitude of the surface temperature variation
which stops the development of a plume. A precise evalua-
tion of dc will be proposed later ~Sec. IV!, based on this
definition.
Now, consider a plate whose heat capacity and thermal
conductivity are so low that they cannot maintain a constant
uniform temperature. The heat capacity of the fluid in the
bottom boundary layer will be all that maintains the heat flux
of the plume. This heat flux will thus persist for the boundary
layer’s characteristic diffusion time, i.e., t5j2/k f where j
5h/2 Nu is the boundary layer thickness.
For low plate thermal conductivity and heat capacity, the
plume can rise freely only during the period t. During this
time, it rises to an approximate maximum height,
z5gaDt25~gaD/k f
2!j45j~Ra Pr/8 Nu3!.
Obviously, the height of the plume is larger than the size
of the thermal boundary layer ~z.j!, and thus
Nu3,Ra Pr/8.
Thus, if the plate is unable to maintain its temperature,
Nu cannot rise more rapidly than Ra1/3 and the ultimate re-
gime cannot develop. In the following section, we try to
quantify this argument, by determining the plate’s surface
temperature distribution for finite heat capacity and thermal
conductivity.
III. THE MODEL
To estimate this distribution, we consider a two-
dimensional model for the bottom plate. Symmetric argu-
ments apply to the cold top plate. We model the plate as a
horizontal, x-infinite plate, bounded by the planes z50 and
z52a . At the top of the plate, we superimpose a periodic
heat flux on the uniform, average vertical flux. The periodic
heat flux represents the effect of plumes. The average, verti-
cal flux corresponds to the experiment’s uniform constant
heat flux across the bottom of the plate. Thus the temperature
distribution in the plate, u(x ,z ,t), is
u~x ,z ,t !5TS2zGo1T˜ ~x ,z ,t !, ~4!
where TS is the average temperature at the bottom of the
fluid. 2Go is the average gradient resulting from the average
applied heat flux, T˜ (x ,z ,t) is the difference between the tem-
perature in the plate and its z-dependent average and
~]zT˜ !z505Gpei~kx2vt !, ~5!
with 2lp]zT˜ (lp is the plate thermal conductivity! being
the superimposed flux that mimics the plumes. T˜ obeys the
Fourier heat equation,
] tT˜ 5kpDT˜ ,
where kp is the heat diffusivity in the plate. At the bottom of
the plate, the vertical heat flux is 2Go , so, (]zT˜ )z52a50.
Looking for a solution of the form T˜ 5T(z)ei(kx2vt), one
obtains
d2T/dz25q2T , ~6!
with q25k22i(v/kp). Solving with the above boundary
conditions gives
T~z50 !5~Gp /q !
eqa1e2qa
eqa2e2qa
. ~7!
Let us call H(qa)5uqa(eqa2e2qa)/(eqa1e2qa)u. Suffi-
cient uniformity of plate’s temperature requires that the am-
plitude of the temperature variations, T(z50), at the plate
surface do not exceed the maximum acceptable value dc ~see
Sec. II!,
H~qa !.aGp /dc . ~8!
A short physical discussion could be useful at this point.
H(qa) greatly simplifies in the limiting cases of thin or thick
plates. We are in the thin plate limit if uqau!1 ~indeed,
uqau,0.5 is sufficient!. It corresponds to a quasilinear tem-
perature profile in the plate, due to a sufficiently long range
and slow perturbation. Then H(qa).uq2a2u. We shall see in
the next section that probably most helium experiments are
in this case.
The thick plate case corresponds to short range or rapid
perturbations. As Real(q2a2).0, we have Real(qa)
.uIm(qa)u. Thus the thick plate case always corresponds to
Real(qa).1, and ueqau@ue2qau. Then H(qa).uqau. It cor-
responds to the temperature perturbation being limited to a
thin ‘‘skin depth’’ compared to the plate thickness a.
These two limiting cases well represent many experi-
ments or practical situations, as shown on Fig. 1.
IV. COMPARISON TO EXPERIMENTS
A possible order of magnitude of Gp is the average gra-
dient Go in the plate,
Gp.Go.~l f /lp!Nu~D/h !, ~9!
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where l f ~respectively, lp) is the fluid ~respectively, plate!
thermal conductivity, and h is the height of the Rayleigh–
Be´nard cell.
For dc we can choose the typical temperature fluctuation
in the center of the cell, which we estimate as
dc5
^uzu&
^uuzu&
, ~10!
where uz is the vertical velocity of the fluid, and u its typical
temperature fluctuation. ^ & averages across the center hori-
zontal section of the cell. For large Nu, the average ^uzu& is
proportional to the heat flux, thus to Nu. ^uuzu& is propor-
tional to the Reynolds number. We have
dc5D~Nu/Re Pr!. ~11!
Using Eq. ~9! and Eq. ~11! we obtain
aGp
dc
5
a
h
l f
lp
Re Pr. ~12!
We have now to estimate the horizontal wave number k
and the frequency v. In real experiments, the plate has a
finite diameter d5Gh . To simulate it, we take k.p/d
5p/Gh ~see the end of the following section for further
discussions!. For v, we take the boundary layer typical fre-
quency: v.k f(2Nu/h)2. Thus, we can estimate qa through
~qa !25
a2
h2 S p2G22i 4k fkp Nu2D . ~13!
Using Eqs. ~8! and ~12!, the criterion for the plates being
sufficiently good to allow the ultimate regime to develop, is
Cr5
H~qa !dc
aGp
5
H~qa !
Re Pr
h
a
lp
l f
.1. ~14!
Generally, we must consider four cases. As discussed
earlier, the plate can be thin (uqau,1) or thick (uqau.1),
and (qa)2 can be dominated by its real or its imaginary part.
Following Eq. ~13!, the imaginary part dominates if
Nu.Nuc5
p
2GA
kp
k f
. ~15!
We detail each of these four cases below.
~i! uqau,1 and Nu,Nuc . Using Eqs. ~13! and ~14!, and the
approximation H(qa).uqau2, we have
Cr5
p2
G2
a
h
lp
l f
1
Re Pr . ~16!
In these conditions, a good plate must be not too thin, of
good thermal conductivity compared to the fluid ones.
~ii! uqau.1 and Nu,Nuc . This corresponds to a huge thick-
ness of the plate, of the order of its diameter or larger as
q.k ,
Cr5
p
G
lp
l f
1
Re Pr . ~17!
In these first two cases, the uniform temperature of the
plate is due to its great thermal conductivity.
~iii! uqau,1 and Nu.Nuc . Here
Cr54
a
h
Cp
C f
Nu2
Re Pr , ~18!
where Cp ~respectively, C f) is the plate ~respectively,
fluid! heat capacity per unit volume.
~iv! uqau.1 and Nu.Nuc . The condition for the plate being
thick is here less drastic. It must be thicker than the
thermal skin depth. Now
Cr5
2 Nu
Re PrA
lpCp
l fC f
. ~19!
Here, the important quantity is the product lpCp , which
can be called the ‘‘thermal impedance’’ of the plate.
For low temperature helium experiments, with copper
plates, typical values are kp.1 m2/s, and k f.1028 m2/s, so
the real part of (qa)2 dominates up to Nu of order 104. On
the other hand, for water experiments with copper plates at
room temperature, typical values are kp.1024 m2/s and k f
.1027 m2/s. For Nu values larger than 30 the imaginary
part dominates. The same conclusion holds for pressurized
gases and mercury, where k f is even larger.
Figure 2 displays the real and imaginary parts of qa for
different experiments. Both the Chicago group ~n! ~Ref. 3!
and the Grenoble group ~s! ~Ref. 9! published tables with
the helium properties corresponding to each of their points.
The Oregon group ~L! did not, but we can use the Grenoble
helium properties, together with the Oregon cell’s size, to
calculate the equivalent Ra. We then calculated the Nu from
their formula, and Re from the following formula, valid for
Pr.0.6 ~Ref. 9 and references therein!:
Re Pr.0.206 Ra0.49 Pr0.3 ~High Pr!. ~20!
The heat capacity of copper is well known.16 The Chi-
cago group used commercial copper whose heat conductivity
is generally estimated as 60T W/mK, where T is the absolute
FIG. 1. The value of H(qa), as function of uqau, for various experiments.
Symbols are explained in the caption of Fig. 2, after the presentation of
these experiments. The two lines correspond, respectively, to uqau and
uqau2.
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temperature, in Kelvin. The Grenoble group used annealed,
oxygen-free high-conductivity ~OFHC! copper, and mea-
sured in situ its thermal conductivity to be 240T W/mK. The
Oregon group did not measure the thermal conductivity of its
plates in situ, but also used anealed OFHC copper. Thus we
use the same thermal conductivity.
We also present the results for three room temperature
experiments, one with water, one with mercury, and one with
pressurized gases (N2 and Ar!. The water experiment ~h!13
has 3 cm thick copper plates, and an average temperature of
80 °C ~Pr52!. The pressurized gases experiment ~.! ~Ref.
17! has 1.27 cm thick aluminum plates. The authors pub-
lished tables with the gas and pressure corresponding to each
point. For the mercury experiment ~,! ~Ref. 18!, the diffi-
culty is to know where the transition toward the ultimate
regime should take place anyway, as it has never been ob-
served in any low Prandtl number experiment. For simplicity,
we assume that it corresponds to the same Reynolds number
than for the Grenoble experiment ~Ref. 9!, that is Re56
3104. We estimate the Nusselt and Reynolds number
through the correlations proposed by the authors of the
experiment,18
Nu.0.111 Ra0.29, Re.6.24 Ra0.44 ~Mercury!. ~21!
The Re formula is based on time lag measurements be-
tween two temperature probes with vertical separation. He-
lium experiments3,9 @see Eq. ~20!# used the same method,
which well corresponds to the Reynolds we used to estimate
dc @Eqs. ~10! and ~11!#. Sano communicated to the authors of
this paper the recent direct velocity measurements at high
Ra, with an ultrasonic technics, giving rather small values
when compared to this formula ~see the web page of the
group: http://daisy.phys.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/paperIe.htm!.
Figure 3 shows Cr5H(qa)dc /aGp versus Ra for the
experiments shown in Fig. 2. Niemela et al.6 recently re-
marked that, while the slope ] ln Nu/] ln Ra of the Grenoble
data is large ~.0.4! between Ra51011 and Ra51013, it de-
creases at higher Ra. It is compatible with 1/3 between Ra
51013 and Ra51015. We interpret this decrease as Cr de-
creasing below its critical value at Ra51013. We thus distin-
guish the points below this threshold ~solid symbols! which
should correspond to the ultimate regime, from the points
above ~open symbols! which should not.
On the other hand, the Nu values of the Oregon data5
exceed the ultimate regime Grenoble values9,19–21 up to Ra
51012. Thus, for Ra,1012, a transition to the ultimate re-
gime would make their Nu values decreasing with Ra in-
creasing, which is unusual. For this reason, the points below
Ra51012 are distinguished and represented by 1.
Figure 3 shows a critical value of .0.6 for Cr, that could
explain the discrepancies between the Chicago, Grenoble,
and Oregon experiments. Indeed, the Oregon data present a
feature close to Ra51012, visible in the Kadanoff discussion
of the problem.22
For the mercury experiment, the direct ultrasonic veloc-
ity measurements give Cr values just above the threshold,
which disagrees with other mercury values. It shows the im-
portance of using the same method for determining Re when
comparing various experiments. If we except these points,
the water and mercury experiments are below the threshold
~in accordance with observations13,18!. The mercury one is
just below so different cell designs might exceed Cr.23 How-
ever, our conclusion partly depends on arbitrary choices. A
larger value for k ~e.g., k52p/d instead of k5p/d) would
push all the helium experiments3–5 to higher values ~4 times
larger in the example given!, and we would have to raise the
threshold ~e.g., to Cr52.5! further from the mercury values.
For the pressurized gases experiment,17 the Cr values are
definitely larger than the threshold. The authors mentioned
no transition, but their data are in perfect agreement with the
Grenoble ones ~see Fig. 4!. We thus consider that they would
have evidenced the transition if they could have explored a
FIG. 2. The parameter qa for different experiments. ., Pressurized gases
experiment ~Ref. 17!. s, Grenoble points. n, Chicago points ~Ref. 3!. h,
Water experiment ~Ref. 13!. ,, Mercury experiment ~Ref. 18!. L, Same
fluid properties as Ref. 9, but using the cell characteristics of Ref. 5.
FIG. 3. Value of the plate criterion Cr versus Rayleigh number for various
experiments. ., The pressurized gases experiment. d, Grenoble points in
the ultimate regime ~Ref. 9!. s, Grenoble points not in the ultimate regime.
n, Chicago points ~Ref. 3!. h, Water experiment ~Ref. 13!. ,, Mercury
experiment ~Ref. 18!. 1 and L, the same fluid properties as Ref. 9, but with
the cell characteristics of Ref. 5. 1 corresponds a larger Nu than in the
Grenoble experiment, thus a larger Nu than the ultimate regime ~see text!.
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larger Ra range. Indeed, the slope ] ln Nu/] ln Ra.0.327 they
report is larger than the Chicago or Oregon ones.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The ‘‘elusive’’ character of ultimate turbulence probably
results from plate properties. Both the thermal conductivity
and the heat capacity are important. To observe the ultimate
regime with a poor heat capacity of the plates needs very
high conductivity ratio between the plates and the fluid ~in
the Grenoble experiment, this ratio goes up to 105) and thick
plates. With a low thermal conductivity, a high heat capacity
is not sufficient since only the thermal skin depth helps sta-
bilize the temperature.
These results strongly impact natural convection. In gen-
eral, soils have a low thermal conductivity, with heat capac-
ity comparable to water. Let us assume a soil has both ther-
mal conductivity and heat capacity of water, and the ‘‘thick
plate’’ regime, i.e., H(qa)5uqau. Then, Eq. ~19! holds,
Cr5
2 Nu
Re PrA
lpCp
l fC f
. ~22!
Soil is rough. In such condition, Roche et al.10 have
shown that, in the ultimate regime, with Pr close to 1, Nu
.631024 Ra1/2. Using this value, and Eq. ~20!, we obtain
Cr.2.8. ~23!
So, natural convection above soils should be in the ulti-
mate regime. Cr is sufficiently high that this conclusion is
independent of any uncertainties mentioned in the preceding
section.
Another important application is the convection in liquid
metals, e.g., as primary cooling fluid in a nuclear power
plant.24 We already discussed experiments which have used
mercury,18,23 some claiming to have reached the point where
the ultimate regime should begin. Other liquid metals in gen-
eral have higher heat conductivities, which makes Cr
smaller. Thus the Kraichnan regime is unlikely to appear
with liquid metals.
These results require further studies for confirmation.
Plates properties will have consequences in other practical
situations.
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